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topics 
Based on our single rib design we will calculate the cost of the project @ full scale. This means we must first research and gather the 
per sheet size and cost. Remember that not all materials are 4’x8’, infact some are 5’x8’ or someother size, and this can greatly effect
our cost by changing the overall part count per sheet.  Also if your parts are larger than your sheets you will then need to break them
up into multiple pieces and factor in a lap or somesuch joint. Your calculations are to be done in Grasshopper and you are to include a 
screenshot of your definition. I am looking for it to be organized and visually pleasing.

1. nest full scale parts in your choosen sheet material - make sure to find an intersting material for your rib design
2. calculate cost based on number of sheets multiplied by per sheet price
3. calculate cut costs - measure the total length of the profiles of all parts and calculate the cost to have them cut-out using either CNC, 
waterjet, or laser cut. you will need to research prices for either cut cost per linear foot or cut cost per linear inch.
4. calculate weight of project - during the nesting process, rhinonest calculates the percentage of the sheet being used, based on that 
percentage, calculate the total weight of all sheets and multiply by percentage used.
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panel - add name and text description

Group - add names and change colors
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2 Sketch Object- you can load custom curves from rhino

Use groups, panels, and sketch objects to detail your GH �le. These tools are found in the parameters 
tab - special and also in the main toolbar. Also consider hiding your wires by rightclicking on the 
component to control display. Above is a nice example of an organized ghx de�nition.


